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Prepare for perilous cliffhangers…

Heroes of the Pulp Age: a spine-tingling, 
action-packed tale of adventure and 
excitement that you become a part of! This 
is a fast-paced roleplaying game for fans 
of the pulp genre, whether you enjoy the 
stories from the early 1900’s, the Indiana 
Jones movies, comic strips like the 
Phantom or radio dramas like the Shadow. 
And you don’t need a degree in advanced 
mathematics to play as the mechanics 
are smooth-flowing and intuitive. With 
a few quick rolls you’ll be ready to start 
exploring in no time!

You can choose from over 2 dozen 
professional Trades, each with its own 
skill set, equipment and starting funds. 
Then after generating a few simple stats 
it’s time to pick an Outlook on life that 
will modify those stats. Your Backstory 
comes next and this forms the core of your 
character, so choose well. Next, you get 
to learn numerous Skills (and possibly a 
few Occultisms!) that will round out your 
pulp hero’s abilities. Equip him with some 
useful tools and inventions and he will be 
ready for the adventure of a lifetime!

Any encounters requiring Skill resolution 
or Fisticuffs are easily played out using a 
2d10 game mechanic that can be modified 
by the stat of your choice! Some pulp 
heroes will get 2 actions per turn and there 
is always a chance to achieve a “Thrill 
Effect” for a more impressive success. 
Finally, each pulp hero is armed with 
Legend and Luck points to insure the most 
cinematic action sequences possible!

Travel to the four corners of the world, 
witness (and participate in) historical 

events, explore the deepest, darkest 
continents, discover mysterious lost 
cities, unearth long-buried artifacts and 
relics, capture wild and exotic untamed 
beasts, infiltrate arcane secret societies, 
hunt down infamous outlaws and more! 
All the while, watch as the legend of your 
pulp hero grows, from an Unknown to 
Mythical status!

The Pulp Age is ripe for endless adventures, 
exciting expeditions and tales of fortune 
and glory. Period maps and artwork make 
for an immersive experience and the 
historical Timeline gives a wide-range of 
decades to play in, anywhere from 1895 
to the end of World War II. Your pulp hero 
can ride roughshod through all of them 
and stories will be told of his derring-do 
for years to come! 

The game itself is simple, and emphasis 
is on the characters, the settings and the 
stories. You need only 10-sided dice to 
play. The rulebook is organized for easy 
reference, with the mechanics in front 
and the setting in back, plus all of the 
compiled charts and tables at the end of 
the book. Keep in mind that all roleplaying 
games require a gamemaster and that 
gamemasters must have some previous 
roleplaying experience to run the game. 
You can find GMs at your local game 
shop, comic shop, game conventions or 
online meetup sites. Also, there are many 
articles, blogs, books and videos online 
that can teach you how to run the game.

So whether you plan on making your 
fortune as an intrepid archeologist or 
going down in history as a thrill-seeking 
daredevil, there are bound to be heroics 
ahead!

Part One:

Becoming a pulp hero

Thrilling adventures!
Legendary daredevils!

Tales of Fortune & Glory!



E very good story begins with 
a character, and every good 

character has a story. A character’s 
goals and motivations are what drive 
him toward his destiny, while his skills 
and abilities help him get there. But it is 
his individual quirks and flaws, indeed 
the very manner in which he acts and 
interacts that make him interesting. How 
he dresses, speaks, and obsesses over 
personal habits is far more important 
than what kind of weapon he wields.

T he events of his past tell you how and 
why he got to be where he is, and may 
well explain how he came to obtain 
certain skills and abilities. All of these 
factors combine to make a unique 
character that is far more interesting 
than the sum of his parts.

Once you have decided on a character 
concept and background, be sure to 
discuss it with your GM, making sure 
that your character will fit well into 
the campaign that he is planning. 
Explorers won’t have much to do in 
a city adventure, while scientists may 
find survival in the wilderness difficult. 

The GM should be as familiar with 
your character as you are, taking the 
opportunity to interweave parts of 
your background into the storyline. 
This will help in making the campaign 
more personal and tailor-made to the 
characters involved.

The HPA character creation system 
has been formulated using a method 
that enables players to fine-tune every 
facet of their character, while allowing 
for a few cosmic variances. 

For easy reference, the basic rule
steps have been highlighted like this
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the campaign that he is planning. 
Explorers won’t have much to do in 
a city adventure, while scientists may 
find survival in the wilderness difficult. 

The GM should be as familiar with 
your character as you are, taking the 
opportunity to interweave parts of 
your background into the storyline. 
This will help in making the campaign 
more personal and tailor-made to the 
characters involved.

The HPA character creation system 
has been formulated using a method 
that enables players to fine-tune every 
facet of their character, while allowing 
for a few cosmic variances. 

Step Guide

1. Choose Trade
 A. Record Equipment
 B. Record Starting Funds
2. Generate Stats
 A. Roll Luck
3. Choose Outlook & Motives
 A. Apply adjustments
4. Choose Backstories
 A. Apply any adjustments
5. Choose Skills/Occultisms
 A. Calculate Skill sums
6. Calculate Stride
7. Record Resilience, Legend   
    level, Legend points
8. Purchase Equipment
9. Record Name, Country of
    Origin, Years, Pounds, Feet,
    Inches

“Knowledge will give you 
power, but character will 
give you respect.”

      --Sheriff Wayne Rippington
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Pulp heroes are, first and foremost, 
defined by their Trade. This is your first 
important choice in making a character. 
Pick whichever one strikes your fancy and 
record it on your Hero sheet, also noting his 
starting Equipment, as shown on the Trades 
chart, as well as in the Trade description. 
You will also be making a 1d10 roll and 
multiplying it by your Starting Funds. This 
will determine how much money you begin 
the game with.

  Choose Trade and record 
equipment and starting funds

That being done, it’s time to generate some 
vital statistics. Rolling 2d10 four times, 
consult the Vital Statistics chart to find what 
numbers come up, the average result being 
3. These four numbers you can distribute 
amongst your stats of Brawn, Brains, 
Deftness and Demeanor.  Brawn (BWN) 
is the basic musculature and fitness of your 
pulp hero, while Brains (BRN) sums up his 
intelligence. Deftness (DFT) describes his 
agility and Demeanor (DEM) shows how 
much charisma and charm he possesses. 
Be sure to note the numerical value as 
well as the rating description on your Hero 
sheet.

Once complete, you may do the same 
for your Sub-stats: Guts, Ingenuity (ING), 
Flair (FLR) and Appearance (APP), with 
the average being 3. Guts is a measure 
of intestinal fortitude and how bravely 
he conducts himself in tight situations. 
Ingenuity covers his inventiveness while 
Flair describes his panache (or lack 
thereof) in action. Appearance gives an 
idea of how snappy a dresser he is and 
how he holds himself in the public eye.

Luck, though a separate and unique stat, 
is also rolled for on the Sub-stat chart, the 
value being recorded on the Hero sheet. 
Luck points are spent during the game 

to re-roll failed actions, and more will be 
gained as a Hero’s Legend grows.

Roll 2d10 on the Vital Statistics 
charts to generate stats and Luck

A person’s Outlook can have a great 
effect on his success in life. In this way, 
the Outlook a Hero chooses will affect 
his stats and other parts of his character. 
The Outlooks on the left side of the chart 
correspond to the Effects in the center 
column, with each adjustment being a ±1. 
The Outlooks on the right side of the chart 
are the opposites of the left side, with their 
Effects being reversed, ie. Proud gets a –1 
DEM adjustment and a +1 APP adjustment, 
while its opposite, Humble gets modifiers 
of +1 DEM and –1 APP. Write down your 
choice and its adjustments on the Hero 
sheet, then modify the appropriate stats. 
Outlooks may change during the game, 
when a Hero goes through a particularly 
traumatic experience or meets someone 
who changes his view on things. If this 
occurs, remove the adjustments for the old 
Outlook and apply the new ones.

Choose Outlook/Motives and apply 
any adjustments to Stats



Backstory is a basic summary of where 
a pulp hero came from, detailing both the 
beneficial and detrimental elements of 
his past. Some Trades have a Backstory 
built in to them, but each character 
will get to pick one Beneficial and one 
Detrimental backstory, so long as they are 
not opposite each other, ie. Rich and Poor. 
Most Backstories will add a significant 
roleplaying aspect to your pulp hero and 
some will even modify your stats or affect 
your Action Checks. Some detrimental 
Backstories can be shed during gameplay, 
while beneficial ones can be gained, but 
that is up to the Gamemaster and player 
to work out.

Choose Beneficial/Detrimental 
Backstories and apply adjustments

Skills are a Hero’s bread and butter; it’s 
what he does best. Each character will get 
one skill from their Skill Package for free. 
Beyond that, a character has 1 Skill point 
per point of BRAINS. Each skill from their 

Skill Package costs 1 Skill point to acquire, 
while any skill outside their Skill Package 
costs 2 points to acquire. Note that 
Languages are a special case: you can take 
any 2 Languages (in addition to your free 
native one) for 1 Skill point. If Languages 
are part of your Skill Package, you can get 
4 for the price of one!

Additionally, Shamans, Alchemists, Mystics 
and Astrologers have access to a form of 
minor magic, or Occultisms. There are 
two kinds: Ritual Incantations and 
Alchemical Formulae. A Shaman may 
take up to 3 Rituals, an Alchemist may 
take up to 3 Formulae, while a Mystic may 
take one from each category. Each costs 1 
Skill point, drawn from the same pool as 
his regular skills. Thus a Shaman will likely 
have fewer skills than other pulp heroes, 
since he is spending points on Incantations 
instead.

To calculate the Sum for each skill, you will 
be adding your Legend (level), and your 
two most favorable Stats (as appropriate to 
that skill). Any Equipment bonuses will be 
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Backstory is a basic summary of where Skill Package costs 1 Skill point to acquire, 

Vital Statistics
2d10 roll Stat/Luck Rating

    Brawn Brains Deftness Demeanor
2-4       1  Feeble  Moronic Buffoon Despicable
5-8       2  Weak  Half-wit Clumsy Obnoxious
9-13       3  Able-bodied Mediocre Balanced Mild
14-17       4  Athletic Intellectual Nimble Friendly
18-20       5  Mighty  Genius Spry  Charismatic

2d10 roll Sub-stat Rating
    
    Guts  Ingenuity Flair  Appearance
2-4       1  Spineless Dullard Bungling Repugnant
5-8       2  Timid  Simple  Inept  Homely
9-13       3  Average Average Average Average
14-17       4  Intrepid Clever  Dashing Dapper
18-20       5  Fearless Crafty  Flamboyant Classy
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added during play, as a situational modifier, 
based on what items you have to use to 
help you accomplish the task at hand. 
Most skills can be used in a variety of ways, 
drawing upon different strengths of the 
character. For example, Brawling can be 
approached using brute strength (BRAWN) 
or high agility (DEFTNESS), adding that 
to his amount of courage (Guts) or how 
quickly he can improvise (INGENUITY). 
Whichever way your Hero fights best 
should be used to your advantage. Picking 
the highest of the Stats involved will insure 
a better modifier to add to your skill Sum, 
and thus more successes.

Choose Skills/Occultisms and
calculate Skill sums

You should now have enough information 
to calculate your Stride, which is 
BWN+DFT in 10 foot hexes per round. 
This shows how fast and far a character 
can move in one turn.

Calculate and record Stride

Resilience is a measure of how much 
punishment the Hero’s body can take 
before going unconscious or shuffling off 
the mortal coil. There are three slots for this 
and each should be filled with a number 
equal to twice your BRAWN, ie. a Hero with 
a BRAWN of 5 would have a Resilience of 
10/10/10. In essence, this Hero can take a 
total of 30 damage points before dying.

Next is your Legend, a representation of 
how much fame, notoriety and experience 
your Hero has gained. Every pulp Hero 
begins as an Unknown (Level 1), and 
should record this on their Hero sheet. Glory 
points will be given out by the Gamemaster 
during play, based on your performance, 
creativity and roleplaying. These will help 
to increase a character’s Legend, allowing 
him to improve his Hero’s abilities.

Legend Points (not to be confused with your 
Legend level or Glory points) are there to 
save your Hero’s skin when in a dangerous 
situation. You receive a number of Legend 
Points equal to your Legend (1) and these 
will be spent during the game much like 
Luck Points. However, instead of simply 
allowing you to re-roll a die, spending a 
Legend Point lets you add another die to 
the total, almost guaranteeing the success 
of any Action Check. You’ll receive more 
of these each time your Legend increases.

Record Resilience, Legend level
and Legend points

You may now purchase any Equipment 
you think you might need on your travels, 
using your Starting Funds. Don’t forget that 
the right equipment can add a bonus to 
some of your skills!

Purchase Equipment

The remaining information can be filled out 
at your whim: Name, Country of Origin, 
Years, Pounds, Feet, Inches. After that, get 
ready for a thrilling adventure as you strive 
to become a legendary PULP HERO!

Record personal information
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“The way to get started is to 
quit talking and begin doing.” 

      --Constantin von Dugen,
       engineer extraordinaire

The world offers many a vocation, 
with jobs, professions, careers and 

entrepreneurial ventures in abundance. 
For most people, these callings of 
employment can be a defining factor in 
their lives. It can shape who they are, 
where they go, what they do and even 
color how they see the world. Some 
may bounce from one trade to the next 
in a never-ending string of temporary 
occupations while others will stick with 
one industry for their entire life. Many 
jobs will offer a dull and drab routine of 
repetitive tasks while others may follow a 

more academic bent. A few might even 
be dangerous! This is where the pulp 
hero comes in, ready to ply his trade 
no matter the cost. His career may take 
him to the farthest unexplored corners of 
the earth and he will stop at nothing to 
achieve success. Others may just want a 
break from their drab professions, seeking 
adventure and excitement for once in 
their hum-drum lives. Either way, their 
choice of occupation will likely determine 
their ultimate destiny in the history of the 
world and perhaps even their final fate…
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Trades Equipment
Funds         

(x 1d10)

01-04 Alchemist Alchemical notebook, 
scientific tools 200

05-08 Archeologist Archeological tools, rope, 
shovel, lantern 300

09-12 Astrologer/Mystic Tarot cards, telescope 100
13-16 Athlete Watch, rope 100
17-20 Criminal Lockpicks 100

21-24 Cultist Religious tome, religious 
icons, knife 200

25-28 Explorer/Guide Local maps, compass, rope, 
grappling hook, binoculars 200

29-32 Gambler Loaded dice, deck of cards 400

33-36 Government Official Radio receiver/transmitter, 
watch 800

37-40 Herbalist/Botanist Rare herbs, botanical tomes 100
41-44 Hunter/Fisher/Trapper Rifle, net, game traps 200
45-48 Librarian/Antiquarian Magnifying glass 200
49-52 Loan Shark/Con-man Disguise kit 400
53-56 Mechanic/Engineer Mechanical tools 300
57-60 Merchant Ledger 700
61-64 Performer Makeup kit 200

65-68 Pilot Radio receiver/transmitter, 
parachute 600

69-72 Priest/Shaman Religious tome, religious 
icons 100

73-76 Private Investigator/Lawman Cuffs, pistol, billy club 300
77-80 Sailor Flare gun, rope, binoculars 300

81-84 Scientist Microscope, scientific tools, 
scientific notebook 500

85-88 Soldier Rifle, pistol, gas mask 300

89-92 Spy/Assassin Lockpicks, garrote, knife, 
disguise kit 900

93-96 Surgeon/Veterinarian Surgeons tools, microscope, 
pharmaceutical drugs 500

97-00 Tinker/Inventor Mechanical tools, watch, 
notebook 200
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Trade
descriptions

ALCHEMIST - A purveyor of potions 
and a mixer of elixirs, the alchemist spends 
much of his time experimenting with new 
concoctions. The combination of reagents, 
be they common or rare, can invoke a 
variety of mystical effects. Whether for 
personal use or for sale on the open market, 
his creations can be both beneficial and 
dangerous. One of only two Trades that 
can utilize Alchemical Formulae.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly Skills
Chemistry, Natural Science, Tinkering

Vocational Skills
Journalism, Navigation, Scrounging

Starting Equipment
alchemical notebook, scientific tools

Funds - 200 (x 1d10)

ARCHEOLOGIST - Always searching 
for relics from the past, he is constantly 
exploring ancient sites, spelunking into 
forgotten tombs and investigating the 
rumors and legends of history. Comfortable 
in the library and in the field, he is a 

world traveller and a respected scholar. 
Though often found digging in the dirt, 
his discoveries can sometimes change the 
way we view the origins of our civilization. 
Begins with the HIGHER EDUCATION 
Backstory.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly Skills
Natural Science, Archeology, Anthropology, 
Occult, Theology, History, Language

Vocational Skills
Navigation, Law, Scrounging, Outdoor 
Survival, Appraising

Starting Equipment
archeological tools, rope, shovel, lantern

Funds - 300 (x 1d10)

ASTROLOGER/MYSTIC - It is said that 
those who can read the stars can foretell 
the future. However, this trade can also 
read palms, tarot cards and can invoke 
the power of crystal magic. Armed with 
a strong knowledge of the arcane and its 
uses, both past and present, he can be 
quite the unnerving individual, especially 
to the superstitious. The only Trade that 
can utilize both Ritual Incantations and 
Alchemical Formulae.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly Skills
Natural Science, Astronomy, Occult, 
Theology, History

Vocational Skills
none

Starting Equipment
tarot cards, telescope

Funds - 100 (x 1d10)
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ATHLETE - A prime physical specimen, 
he revels in the challenge of competitive 
sports. Ever one for exercise, be it indoors 
or outdoors, he is always improving the 
state of his body and his health in general. 
Whether a strongman or acrobat, his feats 
of physical prowess are always impressive.

Action Skills
Acrobatics, Fencing, Riding, Grappling, 
Martial Arts

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Physics

Vocational Skills
Stealth, Swimming

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
watch, rope

Funds - 100 (x 1d10)

CRIMINAL - Lawbreakers and convicts 
have a contempt for society, refusing to be 
bound by its rules. They take what they 
want and are unapologetic about it. Some 
have already served hard time while others 
are just beginning their lawless careers. 
They begin with the CRIMINAL RECORD 
Backstory.

Action Skills
Brawling, Knife Fighting, Grappling

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
none

Vocational Skills
Gambling, Stealth, Forgery, Lockpicking, 
Pickpocketing

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
lockpicks

Funds - 100 (x 1d10)

CULTIST - Mysterious and enigmatic, he CULTIST - Mysterious and enigmatic, he CULTIST
is part of a secret organization that has a 
nefarious or perhaps even a benevolent 
purpose that is generally unknown to the 
public. Their rituals, membership and 
meeting places are all kept hidden from 
outsiders who would not understand their 
agenda. Whether ancient or modern, the 
cult never betrays its own. Begins with the 
ENEMIES Backstory.

Action Skills
Knife Fighting

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Doctoring, Natural Science, Astronomy, 
Archeology, Anthropology, Occult, 
Theology, History

Vocational Skills
Tracking, Stealth, Forgery, Lockpicking, 
Pickpocketing, Outdoor Survival, Animal 
Handling 

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
religious tome, religious icons, knife

Funds - 200 (x 1d10)

EXPLORER/GUIDE - Getting lost in the 
wilderness is no picnic. That is why it is 
always a good idea to have a competent 
guide with you, one who can keep you 
from heading down the wrong path. He 
has been around the world at least once or 



may be intimately familiar with the local 
area only, having memorized each and 
every stone and tree. Always eager to 
trailblaze new territories, he leaps at the 
chance to delve into unknown lands.

Action Skills
Riding

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
History, Language

Vocational Skills
Navigation, Piloting, Tracking, Scrounging, 
Driving, Outdoor Survival, Deep Sea 
Diving, Sailing, Signalling, Swimming

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
local maps, compass, grappling hook, 
rope, binoculars

Funds - 200 (x 1d10)

GAMBLER - Ever the risk taker, this is one 
who never shies away from the longshot. 
No matter the stake, be it monetary or 
material, he will always take that bet. 
Billiards, blackjack and boxing can all carry 
a wager, but even if he loses, he still comes 
out a winner -- as long as he can stay one 
step ahead of those he owes. Sometimes 
slick and sometimes shady, his motto is 
“The higher the odds, the higher the thrill.”

Action Skills
Brawling

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
none

Vocational Skills
Gambling, Law, Stealth, Pickpocketing, 
Appraising

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
Loaded dice, deck of cards

Funds - 400 (x 1d10)

GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL - From 
mayors, governors and senators to 
sanitation workers and tax collectors, these 
individuals hold positions of power and 
import. They can make or break policy 
on the city, county, state or even national 
level. They are well paid for their governing 
services and generally respected for their 
role in society, so long as they avoid scandal 
and corruption. They begin with the HIGH 
PROFILE Backstory.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Anthropology, History, Language

Vocational Skills
Telegraph, Law,  Journalism

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
watch, radio receiver/transmitter

Funds - 800 (x 1d10)

HERBALIST/BOTANIST - An expert on 
rare herbs and flora, he gets along better 
with plants than people. Always tending his 
garden or puttering around his greenhouse, 
his collection and knowledge of plant life is 
impressive. He takes the occasional junket 
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to research and recover new samples but is 
never gone for too long, lest his greenery 
withers and dies. Fortunately his natural 
cures are in high demand.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Doctoring, Natural Science, Chemistry

Vocational Skills
Navigation, Scrounging, Journalism

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
rare herbs, botanical tome

Funds - 100 (x 1d10)

HUNTER/FISHER/TRAPPER - The 
ultimate outdoorsman, he knows how to 
survive in the wilderness, tame savage 
beasts, and make a living off of wild game. 
Rarely does he stay long within the confines 
of civilization as he is beckoned by the dark 
forests, great lakes and misty mountain 
tops. Not merely a trophy hunter, he uses 
what he kills for income and sustenence, 
leaving no trace of his passing.

Action Skills
Archery, Firearms, Knife Fighting

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Natural Science

Vocational Skills
Animal Handling, Navigation, Scrounging, 
Stealth, Tracking

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
rifle, net, game trap

Funds - 200 (x 1d10)

LIBRARIAN/ANTIQUARIAN - A master LIBRARIAN/ANTIQUARIAN - A master LIBRARIAN/ANTIQUARIAN
historian and/or collector of rare objects 
d’art, there is no subject that he cannot 

speak on for hours. Respected by his 
academic peers, he is in demand around 
the world as hundreds will line up to hear 
his latest dissertation or view his newest 
piece of memorabilia. A shrewd and 
critical thinker, his strength lies in his ability 
to outwit his opponents using intellect to 
overcome any obstacle. 

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Anthropology, Archeology, History, 
Language, Occult, Theology

Vocational Skills
Appraising, Journalism

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
magnifying glass

Funds - 200 (x 1d10)

LOAN SHARK/CON MAN - Just on the LOAN SHARK/CON MAN - Just on the LOAN SHARK/CON MAN
other side of legality, treading the grey area 
of the law, this trickster is a master of duping 
an unwitting mark. Whether it be promises 
of money or fame, he takes others into his 
confidence and twists the situation to his 
advantage. He has only his best interest 
in mind and has no compunctions about 
using unscrupulous methods to get what 
he feels is owed to him.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
none

Vocational Skills
Appraising, Forgery, Gambling, Journalism, 
Law 

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
disguise kit

Funds - 400 (x 1d10)



MECHANIC/ENGINEER - Machinery 
and mechanical transportation are the 
newest and most promising industry of the 
day, and this expert is at the forefront of 
his trade. Planes, trains and automobiles 
fascinate him and provide endless hours of 
repair and fine tuning for his entertainment. 
He never goes anywhere without his 
trusty toolbelt and is more than happy to 
explain the inner workings of a combustion 
engine...

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Physics, Tinkering

Vocational Skills
Driving, Piloting, Repair

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
mechanical tools

Funds - 300 (x 1d10)

MERCHANT - “Sell, sell, sell!” is his motto MERCHANT - “Sell, sell, sell!” is his motto MERCHANT
and that is why he is one of the richest 
tradesmen out there. Buying for pennies 
and turning a huge profit gives him a rush, 
and there is nothing he wont consider 
peddling to those he feels that need it. Able 
to tell the value of anything at a glance, he 
is all about the deal and money is his main 
motivation.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
History, Language, Tinkering

Vocational Skills
Appraising, Forgery, Gambling, Journalism, 
Law

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
accounting ledger

Funds - 700 (x 1d10)

PERFORMER - Actor, musician, acrobat, 
magician; the performer lives to entertain 
the masses and enjoy the perks of fame 
and fortune. All the world is a stage and 
she takes every oppotunity to prove it. 
Constantly looking to set up and sell out 
the next gig, she is often surrounded by 
adoring fans and eager businessmen.

Action Skills
Acrobatics, Riding

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Language, Physics

Vocational Skills
Animal Handling, Swimming

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
makeup kit

Funds - 200 (x 1d10)
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PILOT - Flying is the newest form PILOT - Flying is the newest form PILOT
of transportation and has become a 
worldwide spectacle. Pilots are the heroes 
of the day as they trot around the the globe 
effortlessly, conquering the clouds and the 
domain of the eagles. Their magnificent 
flying machines are impressive and nothing 
is too far or too high for this adventurous 
aviator.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Chemistry, Physics, Tinkering

Vocational Skills
Driving, Navigation, Piloting, Repair, 
Signalling

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
radio receiver/transmitter, parachute

Funds - 600 (x 1d10)

PRIEST/SHAMAN - Paragons of the PRIEST/SHAMAN - Paragons of the PRIEST/SHAMAN
church and mouthpieces of god(s), these 
individuals are constantly in touch with the 
divine. Whether preaching the tenets of 

organized religion or exploring the mysteries 
of the “other side”, they are enigmatic and 
not to be trifled with. Backed by thousands 
of years of dogma, they seek to bring their 
own blessings to the huddled masses. One 
of only two Trades that can utilize Ritual 
Incantations.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Anthropology, Archeology, Astronomy, 
History, Occult, Theology

Vocational Skills
none

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
religious tome, religious icon

Funds - 100 (x 1d10)

PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR/LAWMAN - PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR/LAWMAN - PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR/LAWMAN
One who keeps the peace and prevents 
society from descending into criminal 
anarchy. With a sharp eye and a quick fist, 
he tracks down wrong-doers and sees that 
they meet justice. Even though he is paid 
but a paltry sum, he sees a job that needs 
to be done for the good and safety of all 
citizens. Begins with the LEGAL CLOUT  
Backstory.

Action Skills
Brawling, Firearms

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
History

Vocational Skills
Driving, Law, Stealth, Tracking

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
handcuffs, pistol, billy club

Funds - 300 (x 1d10)



SAILOR - A salty sea dog who has heard 
and answered the siren call of the ocean 
blue. Whether in fresh or salt water, there 
is no boat or ship he cannot steer, nor a 
passage he cannot navigate. More at home 
in the water than on land, he knows the sea 
and its legends, the treasures it holds and 
the dangers it hides.

Action Skills
Brawling, Knife Fighting

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
none

Vocational Skills
Deep Sea Diving, Gambling, Navigation, 
Sailing, Signalling, Swimming

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
flare gun, rope, binoculars

Funds - 300 (x 1d10)

SCIENTIST - Investigator of empirical SCIENTIST - Investigator of empirical SCIENTIST
evidence, researcher and conductor of 
experiments, he is on a quest to find the 

way things work and discover what laws 
govern and underlie the fabric of reality. 
He is equally effective in the laboratory 
and in the field, and is eager to catalog the 
facts behind the workings of our world. He 
will brook no arguement about the “truth” 
of our existence, as offered by religion, and 
cares only for observable data. Begins with 
the HIGHER EDUCATION Backstory.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Astronomy, Chemistry, History, Natural 
Science, Physics

Vocational Skills
Journalism, Repair, Telegraph

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
microscope, scientific tools, scientific 
notebook

Funds - 500 (x 1d10)

SOLDIER - Raw recruit or seasoned 
veteran, he is a hero in the eyes of a grateful 
nation. This military man is trained in many 
forms of weapons and combat, and is the 
epitome of bravery. Though paid a measly 
sum, he risks his life for his country. Begins 
with the MILITARY RANK Backstory.

Action Skills
Archery, Artillery, Explosives, Fencing, 
Firearms, Knife Fighting, Riding

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
History

Vocational Skills
Law, Signalling, Telegraph

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
rifle, pistol, gas mask

Funds - 300 (x 1d10)
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SPY/ASSASSIN - The second oldest SPY/ASSASSIN - The second oldest SPY/ASSASSIN
profession, espionage has been known to 
change the course of history and the spy is 
at the center of it all. Sometimes asked to 
kill, his strength lies in stealth, secrecy and 
deception. A highly trained individual, he 
may save the world on numerous occasions 
and yet never will his name be known.

Action Skills
Acrobatics, Archery, Explosives, Fencing, 
Firearms, Knife Fighting, Martial Arts

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Language, Tinkering

Vocational Skills
Forgery, Lockpicking, Pickpocketing, 
Stealth, Telegraph

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
lockpicks, garrote, disguise kit, knife

Funds - 900 (x 1d10)

SURGEON/VETERINARIAN - Saving SURGEON/VETERINARIAN - Saving SURGEON/VETERINARIAN
the lives of people and/or animals is his 
specialty. He treats the wounded and the 
sick, with steady hands and a caring heart. 
Always seeking new ways to wipe out 
disease and prolong life, he is as much a 
man of science as a healer.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Chemistry, Doctoring, Natural Science

Vocational Skills
Animal Handling, Journalism

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
surgeons tools, pharmaceutical drugs, 
microscope

Funds - 500 (x 1d10)

TINKER/INVENTOR - A master of 
gadgeteering and finding better, more 
efficient ways of doing things. He is 
constantly creating new gizmos or 
improving on the designs of old ones. His 
workshop is often cluttered and his failures 
do not deter him from trying once again to 
discover some new patent that will change 
the world.

Action Skills
none

Scholarly SkillsScholarly Skills
Chemistry, History, Physics, Tinkering

Vocational Skills
Lockpicking, Repair, Telegraph

Starting EquipmentStarting Equipment
mechanical tools, notebook, watch

Funds - 200 (x 1d10)
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“I don’t know whether you 
fully understand that I have 
just been shot...but it takes 
more than that to kill a 
Bull Moose!” 
      --Theodore Roosevelt
       

A pulp hero’s path to legendary status is 
fraught with all manner of perils and 

his outlook on life determines how (and 
how well) he reacts to those perils. A hero 
with a temper will end up at fisticuffs much 
more often than a passive hero. This may 
earn the hot-headed hero a corral of en-
emies whereas a passive hero may be able 
negotiate his way into having any number 
of allies. By the same token, a courageous 
hero will face (and likely overcome) many 
more obstacles than a cowardly one, and 

that brave hero will no doubt reach mythi-
cal status much quicker and in a more 
impressive fashion. There are many com-
plex layers to a hero and he will obviously 
have more than one personality trait to 
guide him through his adventures but for 
the purposes of this tale he will be known 
for one overriding characteristic that forms 
the basis of his persona. Whether that trait 
is positive or negative he will always find 
some way to use it to his advantage!
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outlooks

Outlook   Adjustments    Counter
Aggressive   -DEM; +HTH damage   Passive
Proud   -DEM; +APP    Humble
Roguish   -APP; +FLR    By-the-book
Absent-minded  -LUCK; + ING    Astute
Courageous   -ING; +GUTS    Cowardly
Scholarly   -BWN; +BRN    Active
Charming   -GUTS; +DEM    Boorish
Greedy   -DEM; +Income    Generous
Bigoted   -DEM; +HTH to hit   Tolerant
Gentlemanly  -FLR; +DEM    Irreverent
Scheming   -GUTS; +ING    Trustworthy
Diplomatic   -FLR; -HTH to hit; +DEM; +ING Tactless
Driven   -ING; +Skill    Lazy
Anarchist   -Income; +FLR    Dictatorial
Joker/Hedonist  -Skill; +DEM    Conservative
Healthy   -ING; +BWN    Gluttonous
Pious    -HTH damage; +GUTS   Paranoid
Philosophical  -LUCK; +BRN    Wishy-washy
Curious   -Luck; +GUTS    Safe
Spartan   -Income; +Skill    Spoiled
Gambler   -LUCK; +Income    Calculating
Authoritative  -Skill; +GUTS    Subordinate

All modifiers = +/-1
Positive income modifier = 2x starting money
Negative income modifier = ½ starting money
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“It is not heroes that make 
history, but history that 
makes heroes.”

--Joseph Stalin

The pulp hero explodes onto the scene 
at the most exciting time in his life. 

His future is not yet written but his past 
escapades are there for all to marvel at. 
Some came from humble beginnings 
while others may have already led a 
dynamic, action-packed life. His origins 
may be obscure or his life story may have 
played out in the public eye. He may 

have become a pulp hero because of (or 
in spite of) his past. And not all of it will be 
good. He will have had his share of both 
boons and misfortunes. How he deals with 
these events is up to him but he will most 
definitely be shaped by the experiences of 
his youth as he races forward into a new 
and (hopefully) glorious destiny. 
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Beneficial Backstories

01-05  Allies
06-10  Combat Duty
11-15  Contacts
16-20  Experienced
21-25  Favor
26-30  Good Reputation
31-35  High Social Status
36-40  Higher Education
41-45  Immune to Disease
46-50  Inheritance
51-55  Legal Clout 
56-60  Lucky
61-65  Military Rank 
66-70  Multi-lingual
71-75  Mystical Boon 
76-80  Patron
81-85  Rich
86-90  Secret Identity 
91-95  Sidekick/Pet
96-00  Tough

  

Detrimental Backstories

01-05  Addiction 
06-10  Bad Reputation 
11-15  Criminal Record 
16-20  Debt
21-25  Dependents 
26-30  Enemies
31-35  Exile/Nomadic 
36-40  Flashbacks 
41-45  High Profile 
46-50  Lame/Disfigured 
51-55  Low Pain Threshold
56-60  Low Social Status
61-65  Mystical Curse
66-70  No Education
71-75  Phobia/Superstition
76-80  Poor
81-85  Stigma
86-90  Terminally Ill
91-95  Vow/Duty/Code
96-00  Wanted



beneficial 
backstories

ALLIES – The character has friends 
in high (or low) places who are always 
there through thick and thin. Though the 
GM should localize this small group in 
one area (city, state, province, etc.) they 
will be able to help out with information 
gathering, acquisition of certain “items”, or 
arriving just in the nick of time. Contradicts 
Enemies.

COMBAT DUTY – The character has seen COMBAT DUTY – The character has seen COMBAT DUTY
some action in battle or even a major war. 
When choosing Skills, treat character as if 
he had the Soldier Trade Skill package, in 
addition to his own. If character is of the 
Soldier trade, acquire 1 additional Action 
Skill instead.

CONTACTS – Spread far and wide, the 
character seems to know someone in every 
town who always seems to have just what 
he is looking for. A successful DEM check 
will bring about fruitful results. Contradicts 
Exile/Nomadic.

EXPERIENCED – The character is 
worldly and well traveled and begins the 
tale with 50 Glory points, or may even 
begin as an Obscure legend if the GM is 
feeling generous. 

FAVOR – The character has pleased some 
government official or other influential 
body and has gained their trust and a 
sympathetic ear. The character will always 
be given preferential treatment and certain 
actions taken by the character can be 
“overlooked”. Contradicts Wanted.

GOOD REPUTATION – Though GOOD REPUTATION – Though GOOD REPUTATION
you may be an unknown legend, your 
reputation as a good, kind and trustworthy 
(or hard working, efficient and capable) 
person precedes you. This may be because 
of your Trade or your personality. Make all 

DEM checks at +5 until your reputation 
changes. Contradicts Bad Reputation.

HIGH SOCIAL STATUS – You hob-
knob with the rich, powerful and fancy. 
You wear the finest clothing, eat the rarest 
delicacies and always travel in style. Add 
+1 to your APP and make all APP checks 
at +5 until your social status changes. 
Contradicts Low Social Status.

HIGHER EDUCATION – You were HIGHER EDUCATION – You were HIGHER EDUCATION
schooled at the finest universities, attended 
private schools and were tutored by the 
masters. Add +1 to BRN and when 
choosing skills, treat all Scholarly skills as 
if they were in your Trade Skill Package. 
Scientists and Archeologists receive this 
benefit automatically. Contradicts No 
Education.

IMMUNE TO DISEASE – The character 
never gets sick and never suffers from 
viruses or other infections. Contradicts 
Terminally Ill.

INHERITANCE – A wealthy family 
member or close friend has left you property 
and/or items of considerable value. Such 
assets may insure a steady income, as well 
as the “benefit” of several new “friends”.

LEGAL CLOUT – You have the full LEGAL CLOUT – You have the full LEGAL CLOUT
power of the law on your side and thus are 
not subject to the same rules as others. You 
may enforce the law when and where you 
see fit. Of course, if abused, this benefit 
can be rescinded by a higher authority. 
Private Investigators and Lawmen begin 
with this benefit automatically. Contradicts 
Criminal Record.

LUCKY – Even if the character isn’t Irish, LUCKY – Even if the character isn’t Irish, LUCKY
he has a lucky streak that just won’t quit. 
Double your initial Luck points.

MILITARY RANK – The character has 
done some time in the armed services 
and has acquired a rank that may allow 
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him access to official contacts, secret 
information, weapon caches, etc. Work 
with the GM to determine branch of service 
and specific rank. The Soldier trade begins 
with this benefit automatically. 

MULTILINGUAL – Through world 
travel, frequent contact with foreigners or 
an exceptional education, the character 
has become proficient in 3 additional 
languages.

MYSTICAL BOON – For some unknown 
reason, you have been given a strange gift or 
power that no one can explain. Possibilities 
include: an innate incantation, non-aging, 
quick moving (2xStride), quick reacting 
(always goes first/always gets 2 actions), 
never gets Dazed, never Bungles, etc. The 
boon should be original and not something 
covered by other Backstory benefits. It 
should also be unique to the character and 
an integral part of his life. The boon may 
be a secret or public knowledge and he 
may be shunned or revered because of it. 
The character may be ashamed of it or may 
flaunt it proudly. He may have control over 
it or it may manifest at random intervals. It 
may have been with him since birth or he 
may have acquired it recently. Player and 
GM should work out the details so that this 
boon does not unbalance the character or 
gameplay. Contradicts Mystical Curse.

PATRON – Someone out there likes you PATRON – Someone out there likes you PATRON
and has decided to bankroll your pursuits. 
You want for nothing but are obligated 
to carry out their itinerary whenever and 
wherever they deem fit. The identity of 
the patron may or may not be known. 
Contradicts Debt.

RICH – You are dirty, rotten, filthy, stinking RICH – You are dirty, rotten, filthy, stinking RICH
rich. You roll in money and use it to light 
your cigars. You are so loaded with cash 
that you begin with 10 times your maximum 
starting funds. Contradicts Poor.

SECRET IDENTITY – The character has SECRET IDENTITY – The character has SECRET IDENTITY
managed to start a new life with a new 
identity, escaping the old one for reasons 
known only to him or he may even lead 
a double life. Either way, his true friends, 
family and assets are safe, so long as no 
one discovers the truth. Contradicts High 
Profile.

SIDEKICK/PET – You have a lifelong SIDEKICK/PET – You have a lifelong SIDEKICK/PET
friend and companion, be it human or 
animal. Pets will help and protect you to 
the best of their ability and may even know 
a few tricks. Sidekicks may have a Trade 
of their own or may simply want to bask 
in your presence. Work the details out with 
the GM. Contradicts Stigma.

TOUGH – Through a brawlers lifestyle, TOUGH – Through a brawlers lifestyle, TOUGH
an abusive childhood or just plain family 
genes, the character has a high tolerance 
for pain and injury. Most wounds will be 
shrugged off and torture will do little good. 
Add +1 to all Resilience categories and +5 
to all Daze checks. Contradicts Low Pain 
Threshold.

detrimental 
backstories

ADDICTION – The character has ADDICTION – The character has ADDICTION
some form of dependency be it physical, 
emotional or psychological. It could be a 
chemical, a compulsive habit or the constant 
need for physical love. Failure to satisfy this 
craving should result in ever increasing 
penalties to Stats, Skills, Initiative, etc.



BAD REPUTATION - Though you may BAD REPUTATION - Though you may BAD REPUTATION
be an unknown legend, your reputation as a 
despicable, lying cheat (or lazy, pretentious 
cad) precedes you. This may be because 
of your Trade or your personality. Make 
all DEM checks at -5 until your reputation 
changes. Contradicts Good Reputation.

CRIMINAL RECORD – The character 
has served time for crimes committed and is 
now free, or you have escaped the confines 
of prison and are on the run (in which 
case you bear the additional backstory of 
WANTED). Your record and status may or 
may not be known to the general public. Be 
sure to note your crime(s) and the length of 
your sentence. Those of the Criminal trade 
begin with this backstory automatically. 
Contradicts Legal Clout.

DEBT – You owe a bit of money to a DEBT – You owe a bit of money to a DEBT
friend, a business or a financial institution. 
The amount may be great or small but it is 
enough to hold you to your word. There 
may be collateral involved, but those owed 
will not rest until the debt is repaid, at 
which time you may shed this backstory. 
Contradicts Patron.

DEPENDENTS – The character has 
someone near and dear to him that 
requires care and attention, be it physical 
or financial. The family member, lover, 
child or sibling may or may not want to 
(or be able to) journey with the character, 
but is not entirely capable of supporting 
themselves. The character will experience 
great anguish if he fails in his responsibility 
to care for the individual(s).

ENEMIES – An individual, organization or 
small group has taken it upon themselves 
to hinder (and possibly ruin) you at all 
costs. This could be for professional or 
personal reasons or it could be a long 
standing feud between two families. Those 
of the Cultist trade begin with this backstory 
automatically. Contradicts Allies.

EXILE/NOMADIC – By birth, choice or 
chance you have become an exile, one 
that no one wishes (or is allowed to) have 
any dealings with, making it extremely 
difficult to gather supplies or information. 
Consequently, this has lead to a nomadic 
lifestyle of continual movement, never 
being allowed to settle in one place for 
long, as you are constantly in search of a 
better place to live and work. Contradicts 
Contacts.

FLASHBACKS – The character is prone 
to relive certain events, like a traumatic 
childhood or wartime event, a chemical 
relapse or vivid recalling of a former life. 
The intervals for this occurrence may be 
sporadic or regular, frequent or infrequent 
and may have varying effects such as: 
a catatonic state, a panicked frenzy, a 
schizophrenic personality overlap, etc. 

HIGH PROFILE – You are a public 
figure, either by choice or reputation. You 
are known through newspaper articles, 
radio shows or possibly as a celebrity of 
your trade. Most people will recognize 
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you wherever you go and know at least 
a few details about your life. Those of 
the Government Official trade begin with 
this backstory automatically. Contradicts 
Secret Identity.

LAME/DISFIGURED – The character 
suffers from some form of permanent injury 
or physical handicap. He could be missing 
a limb (or other body part), walk with a 
serious limp, have extra body parts, serious 
facial scarring or disfigurement, etc. Stats 
will have to be adjusted as appropriate. 

LOW PAIN THRESHOLD - Through a 
sheltered lifestyle, a privileged childhood 
or just plain family genes, the character 
has a low tolerance for pain and injury. 
Most wounds will be life threatening and 
even the hint of torture will extract copious 
amounts of information. Subtract 1 from all 
Resilience categories and -5 from all Daze 
checks. Contradicts Tough.

LOW SOCIAL STATUS - You are most 
often found in the company of sleazy, 
despicable scum. You wear the shabbiest 
clothing, eat whatever you can find and 
rarely travel in style. Subtract 1 from your 
APP and make all APP checks at -5 until 
your social status changes. Contradicts 
High Social Status.

MYSTICAL CURSE - For some unknown 
reason, a curse has been bestowed 
upon your head. Possibilities include: 
incantations affecting you can never be 
Minimized/Nullified, rapid aging, slow 
moving (half Stride), slow reacting (always 
goes last/never gets 2 actions), always gets 
Dazed, always Bungles twice, etc. The 
Curse should be original and not something 
covered by other Backstory detriments. 
It should also be unique to the character 
and an integral part of his life. The Curse 
may be a secret or public knowledge and 
he may be shunned because of it. The 



character may be ashamed of it or may 
flaunt it proudly, hoping to overcome 
it. He may have control over it or it may 
manifest at random intervals. It may have 
been with him since birth or he may have 
acquired it recently. Player and GM should 
work out the details so that this Curse does 
not unbalance the character or gameplay. 
Contradicts Mystical Boon.

NO EDUCATION – You had little 
schooling or none at all. Subtract 1 from 
BRN and when choosing skills, treat all 
Scholarly skills as if they were not in your 
Trade Skill Package. Contradicts Higher 
Education.

PHOBIA/SUPERSTITION – The PHOBIA/SUPERSTITION – The PHOBIA/SUPERSTITION
character has a debilitating fear: some 
place he will not go, some thing he will not 
touch or some person he will not look in 
the eye. It may cause him to faint, freeze up 
or even retch. Usually it is an unreasonable 
fear but occasionally there just might be an 
explanation for why he is the way he is. 

POOR – You are flat broke. You rarely 
have money and when you do it disappears 
almost immediately. You are so destitute 
that you begin the game with nothing but 
the shirt on your back. Contradicts Rich.

STIGMA – Something about you just rubs 
people the wrong way. It is very difficult 
for you to make and keep friends. Even 
animals stay away from you. You will 
almost certainly never have a pet, lover 
or business partner. Subtract 1 from your 
DEM. Contradicts Sidekick/Pet.

TERMINALLY ILL – The character has 
a fatal disease for which there is no known 
cure. It may or may not be debilitating, 
resulting in penalties to Stats, Stride, 
Initiative, etc., or the character may simply 
drop dead one day (GM/Player choice). 
Also it is entirely possible that the character 
is infectious, passing on the disease to 
anyone who comes into physical contact 
with the character. Contradicts Immune 
to Disease.

VOW/DUTY/CODE – Be it a vow to a 
friend or loved one, a duty to ones country 
or profession, a code of personal honor 
or a promise to avenge the wronged, 
this character will put himself through 
tremendous strain and torture to carry out 
his belief, no matter what the circumstances 
or the cost to himself. Failure to carry out 
a strict adherence to his vow will result 
in great personal shame, self EXILE, and 
possibly a BAD REPUTATION or STIGMA.

WANTED – You are sought by law 
enforcement officials (and possibly 
others) for crimes you did or did not 
commit. Depending on the severity of 
your alleged crime, you may be hunted 
on an international scale and will have 
many run ins with your accusers and their 
accomplices. Assuming you know the 
reasons behind your Wanted status, be 
sure to note whether this is a Dead or Alive 
situation and if there is a possible reward 
offered for your capture or killing. If caught 
and given a fair trial and sentence, you may 
be able to shed this backstory. Contradicts 
Favor.
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“Tell me and I forget. Teach 
me and I remember. Involve me 
and I learn.”

--Benjamin Franklin

There is simply no substitute for gaining 
proficiency in any given skill. All the 

weapons in the world won't do you any 
good if you don't know how to use them. 
Scientific instruments will tell you nothing 
without the knowledge of how to read 
them. Many skills can be augmented by 
the use of certain equipment and this will 
make the successful utilization of those 
skills even easier. 

Some skills require no tools whatsoever, 
just a basic understanding of how to 
move one's body or how to deal with 
other people. 

One should strive to constantly learn new 
things and acquire new skills, as life has a 
tendency to throw a myriad of situations 
at a person for the duration of their 
existence. Repeated use of these skills will 
naturally cause one to be more proficient 
and their application will become easier 
over time. Not all skills will be useful on a 
daily basis but you never know when that 
one obscure talent will come in handy, 
possibly saving the life of the hero and/or 
his companions.

To successfully utilize a Skill, simply roll 
2d10 and add the result to your Skill Sum 
for that particular Skill. If the total is 20 
or more you have succeeded. A natural 
roll of 20 on the dice indicates a Thrill 
effect while a nautral roll of 2 on the dice 
indicates a Bungle effect, regardless of the 
total. 

To attempt to use a Skill that you have 
not learned, simply roll 2d10 and add it 
to your Legend level, with a total of 20 or 
more indicating success.

naturally cause one to be more proficient 
and their application will become easier 
over time. Not all skills will be useful on a 
daily basis but you never know when that 
one obscure talent will come in handy, 
possibly saving the life of the hero and/or 
his companions.

To successfully utilize a Skill, simply roll 
2d10 and add the result to your Skill Sum 
for that particular Skill. If the total is 20 
or more you have succeeded. A natural 
roll of 20 on the dice indicates a Thrill 
effect while a nautral roll of 2 on the dice 
indicates a Bungle effect, regardless of the 
total. 

To attempt to use a Skill that you have 
not learned, simply roll 2d10 and add it 
to your Legend level, with a total of 20 or 
more indicating success.
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Skills

Stats Equipment

Acrobatics BWN or DFT + Guts +1
Archery DFT + FLR -
Artillery BRN + ING -
Brawling BWN or DFT + ING 

or Guts
+1 to +2

Explosives BRN +ING -
Fencing BWN or DFT + FLR -
Firearms DFT + ING +2

Grappling BWN or DFT + Guts 
or ING

-

Knife Fighting BWN or DFT + Guts 
or FLR

-

Martial Arts BWN or DFT + ING 
or Guts or FLR

-

Riding BWN or DFT + Guts 
or FLR

+1

Scholarly 
Skills

Stats Equipment

Anthropology BRN + ING +1 to +2
Archeology BRN + ING +1 to +2
Astronomy BRN + ING +1
Chemistry BRN + ING +1
Doctoring BRN or DFT + ING +1

History BRN + ING +1 to +3
Language BRN or DEM + ING or FLR 

or APP
-

Natural Science BRN + ING +1
Occult BRN + ING +1
Physics BRN + ING +1

Theology BRN or DEM + FLR or APP +1 to +2
Tinkering BRN or DFT + ING +1 to +2
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Vocational 
Skills

Stats Equipment

Animal Handling Any two +1 to +3
Appraising BRN + ING +1 to +2

Deep Sea Diving BRN or BWN + ING or 
Guts

-

Driving DFT + ING or Guts or 
FLR

-

Forgery BRN or DFT + ING -
Gambling BRN or DFT or DEM + 

ING or Guts or APP
-

Journalism BRN or DEM + ING +1
Law BRN or DEM + ING or 

FLR or APP
+1

Lockpicking BRN or DFT + ING -
Navigation BRN + ING +1 to +3

Outdoor Survival BRN or BWN + ING +1 to +2
Pickpocketing DFT or DEM + ING or 

Guts or FLR
-

Piloting BRN or DFT + Guts or 
FLR

+1

Repair BRN or DFT + ING +1 to +3
Sailing BRN or BWN or DFT + 

ING or Guts or FLR
-

Scrounging BRN + ING +1
Signalling BRN + ING +1

Stealth DFT or DEM + ING or 
APP

+1 to +2

Swimming BWN or DFT + Guts -
Telegraph BRN or DFT + ING -
Tracking BRN + ING +1 to +2

Action Skills

ACROBATICS - Jumps, flips and tumbles 
are all possible with this skill. It creates an 
impressive display of physical adroitness 
and some even make a living off of it.

Stats: BWN or DFT + Guts
Equipment: +1; vaulting pole, trampoline, 
grappling hook

ARCHERY - Governing the use of bows, 
crossbows, slings, spears and similar 
weaponry, this skill is for those with a keen 

eye and a steady hand. 

Stats: DFT + FLR
Equipment: +0

ARTILLERY - Cannons, howitzers, 
mortars and other weapons of indirect 
fire all fall under this category. Knowledge 
includes identifying the various types as well 
as the calculations necessary to successfully 
utilize them.

Stats: BRN + ING
Equipment: +0
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“History has shown there 
are no invincible armies.”
  
  --Dr. Vern Weisman

  Chairman of the Fellowship for the Preservation of Antiquities

The right tool for the right job!  is a maxim 
of unparalleled truth. One does not 

want to be lost in the wilderness without 
a compass, nor found to be trekking 
through the Arctic without snowshoes. 
Archeologists and scientists need specific 
instruments at their disposal and if one 
expects to be going into battle having the 
right weapons and ammunition is a must. 
Even the smallest piece of equipment 
can make the difference between life and 
death. In the more civilized era of the early 
1900’s, cities and towns are much larger 
and more abundant and thus supplies can 
usually be found more readily. Vehicles 

(and their appropriate fuels) are still a 
novelty, with private ownership being a 
rarity except for the rich. Most individuals 
will still be quite content to take public 
transportation but these conveniences are 
typically only found in larger communities 
and not so much in the backwoods of 
less developed countries. The following 
lists are by no means all-inclusive but 
are intended to jump start a pulp hero’s 
expedition. Availability of goods will vary 
greatly from town to town and prices 
will fluctuate quite a bit depending upon 
which era the hero chooses to adventure 
in. 
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WEAPONS Damage
Ammo/

Rate of 
Fire

Cost Special

Billy Club 1+2 - 1 -
Brass Knuckles 1+1 - 2 -
Fist 1 - - -
Garrote 1 - - BWN check
Knife 1+2 - 2 -
Machete 2+2 - 2 -
Net/Lasso 0 - 1 DFT check
Sap 1 - 1 Stun Check
Sword Cane 2+1 - 20 -
Whip 1 - 5 DFT check

thrown 
WEAPONS Damage

Ammo/
Rate of 

Fire
Cost Special

Bola 1+1 1 5 DFT check
Dynamite 5+5 1 1 DFT = half
Grenade 5 1 10 DFT = half
Harpoon 3+3 1 3 -
Spear 2+2 1 1 -

fired 
WEAPONS Damage

Ammo/
Rate of 

Fire
Cost Special

Blowgun 1 only 1 2 carries poison
Bow/Crossbow 2+1 1 5 -
Dart gun 1 1 10 carries poison
Flamethrower 5 3/1 100 Cont. damage
Pistol 3+1 6/1 25 -
Rifle 3+2 8/1 30 -
Shotgun 4 2/1 25 Wide area
Submachine gun 4 25/3 100 -
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equipment

Binoculars   $30
Camera   $20
Clothes        $1-100 
Compass   $4
Disguise/Makeup Kit  $5
Diving Suit   $600
Flaregun   $25
Game Trap   $10
Gas Mask   $15
Grappling Hook  $15
Handcuffs   $5
Lantern   $3
Local map   $5
Lockpicks   $30
Magnifying Glass  $2
Mechanical Tools  $30
Microscope   $12
Movie Camera  $75
Parachute   $15
Portable Generator  $45
Radio/Receiver/Transmitter $10/75/175
Rare herbs   $1/lb.
Rations   $2/day
Rope    $5
Scientific Tools  $30
Shovel    $2
Snow Shoes/Skis  $10
Surgeons Tools  $30
Telescope   $30
Typewriter   $15
Watch             $5  
Whiskey/Wine  $2

Weapons

Billy Club – A good, sturdy length of 
wood for those that do not wish to draw 
blood. Used exclusively by some police 
forces, it is also ideal for breaking windows 
and busting down weak doors.

Damage – 1+2 
Ammo/ROF – n/a  
Cost – 1  
Special – n/a

Blowgun – One would think that a tiny 
needle would be harmless, and indeed 
it is. But cover that same needle with a 
poison of your choice and the outcome 
is vastly different. Needles are typically 
dipped in poisons that can cause sleep, 
disorientation, paralysis and even death.  A 
BWN check may minimize or nullify these 
effects but each successive needle makes 
the check more difficult.

Damage – 1 only  
Ammo/ROF – 1  
Cost – 2 
Special – poison

Bola – A rather exotic but effective 
weapon that can do damage while 
capturing its prey. With three metal orbs 
secured through a central cord one twirls 
it around and hurls it towards the victim. 
The orbs will cause a solid hit while the 
cords ensnare the target. Anyone struck by 
this odd weapon is allowed a DFT check to 
avoid being captured, though the damage 
is still applied.

Damage – 1+1  
Ammo/ROF – 1  
Cost – 5  
Special – DFT check

Bow/Crossbow – While it may seem 
medieval to use this as a sniper’s weapon 
there are indeed advantages; they are 
silent, lightweight, the arrows/quarrels 

can be tipped with poison and one can 
make arrows/quarrels/bows by hand. Their 
effective range is second only to a rifle and 
their impact is nearly as deadly. 

Damage – 2+1  
Ammo/ROF – 1  
Cost – 5  
Special – n/a

Brass Knuckles – A solid way to reinforce 
one’s punches when engaging in brawling 
or fisticuffs. With a good grip on these one 
can even use their fists to pound through 
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“All warfare
   is based on deception.” 

         -- Sun Tzu

Fisticuffs!

The life of a pulp hero is filled with action and adventure that will eventually put him 
in conflict with those dastardly villains who wish to stop him from succeeding and 

possibly send him to an early grave. The pulp hero often has to fight his way out of 
deadly situations using his fists, his weapons and a large amount of intestinal fortitude. 
This is an easy thing to simulate with just 3 simple rolls. 
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Action Check

The ability to think fast, move faster and 
strike first is often a deciding factor in 
combat. Those with a high DFT will often 
fare better than those with a low stat, and 
may even get multiple actions in which to 
subdue their foe! To gain the upper hand 
at the beginning of each turn, simply roll 
2d10 and add the total to your DFT+L. 
If the sum is greater than or equal to 20 
you have succeeded in your Action check 
to the extent that you will be able to act 
twice in this turn. You may take your first 
action on the Action phase that equals the 
highest of your DFT and FLR, with your 
second action occurring on the lower of 
the two stats. If your DFT and FLR are 
equal then both actions will happen on 
the same Action phase, keeping in mind 
that the GM will countdown the phases 
from 5 to 1 with each hero or villain going 
on his appropriate phase. If you fail your 
Action check (ie. roll less than 20) you will 
only get 1 action on this turn but you will 
act on the phase that equals the higher of 
your DFT and FLR stats. 

Example: Howard “Two-gun” Roberts 
has a Deftness of 3 and a Flair of 2 as 
he faces off against a savage temple 
guardian. Howard (a Major hero with 
a Legend of 5) rolls 2d10 for his Action 
check and gets a total of 12 which he then 
adds to his DFT+L (8 total) for a final 
sum of 20. It’s a success! Howard will get 
to act on phases 3 and 2 (his DFT and 
FLR stats).

His opponent is fierce but not as agile as 
Howard (DFT of 2, FLR of 1) and being 
a lowly guard he is an unknown (Legend 
of 1). His Action check (rolled by the GM) 
comes to only 5, which when added to 
his DFT+L (3) gives him a final sum of 
8. The guard will only get 1 action this 
turn and he will take that action on phase 
2 (his DFT). Note that any time a hero 

and a villain act on the same phase 
the pulp hero will always perform his 
action first, unless there are extenuating 
circumstances or conditions. 

Movement

A pulp hero can walk, run or swim either 
before or after fighting. He can also split 
his movement in any manner he chooses. 
The amount one can move is called your 
STRIDE. This number is derived from 
the sum of your BRAWN + DEFTNESS 
multiplied by 10 feet, giving a range of 
20-100 feet. On a typically-scaled grid or 
hex map this should come out to about 
2-10 hexes. If the pulp hero has achieved 
2 actions on his Action check one of those 
actions could be used to sprint, allowing 
him to run his full STRIDE a second time.

Example: “Two-gun” Roberts has a 
BWN of 4 and a DFT of 3 so his STRIDE 
would be 70 feet (7 hexes). Having rolled 
really well on his Action check, he decides 
to run 70 feet away from the temple and 
then use his first action to sprint another 
70 feet, ensuring that he can escape that 
giant rolling boulder!

two-fisted
Fighting

Pulp heroes have a variety of Action skills 
to help them survive their dangerous 
lifestyles. Some may be adept with 
weaponry (using Archery, Fencing, 
Firearms or Knife Fighting) while others 
prefer to use their bodies and fists 
(Brawling, Grappling, Martial Arts) when 
joining the fray. Either way, their use of 
combat skills is the same as using any 
other type of Scholarly or Vocational skills. 
Roll 2d10 and add the total to the sum 
of your Skills’ appropriate stats and your 
LEGEND. Any applicable Equipment 
bonuses (such as a gun scope or tripod) 
should be added here as well. If the final 



sum equals 20 or more the pulp hero has 
scored a hit on his opponent. 

Example: Howard Roberts decides that 
he isn’t in a killing mood and will simply 
punch the temple guard in the face using 
his Brawling skill (9). He rolls 2d10, gets 
a total of 7, adds this to his Brawling skill 
(9) + his LEGEND (5) for a final sum of 
21. His meaty fist has connected with the 
guard’s jaw in a big way!

Combat 
Modifiers

There are a variety of factors that can 
interfere with a combat situation. Not all 
stories will include these as mechanical 
modifiers, some may just be used for 
background descriptives. They can 
certainly be used to give a battle more 
detail and will definitely make it more 
challenging. Usually, these difficulties only 
apply in situations where there is a lot of 
ranged weaponry being used, not so much 
for melees and fisticuffs.

Distance – The further away something 
is the harder it is to hit. Lose half your Skill 
Sum for anything beyond close range.

Size – The smaller something is the harder 
it is to hit. Lose half your Skill Sum for 
anything less than average size.

Movement – The faster something is 
moving the harder it is to hit. Lose half 
your Skill Sum for anything moving faster 
than walking speed.

Structural Strength – The more solid 
something is the less likely that it is to be 
affected by impact. This modifier can also 
be used to subtract from any damage rolled 
when trying to destroy an object. Lose half 
your Skill Sum for anything sturdier than 
wood.

Damage Factor

Anything from flesh wounds to a killing blow 
can be achieved in a fight and hopefully 
it’s not the pulp hero on the receiving end! 
Every weapon on the equipment list has 
a damage code that indicates the severity 
of the wound it is going to inflict, plus any 
special conditions that go along with the use 
of that weapon. This damage can be trivial 
(fists do 1 point) or terrible (flamethrowers 
do 5!) but it is only part of the equation. 
Once a pulp hero has hit his opponent he 
must roll a d10 and consult the Damage 
Factor chart. Here he will find a multiplier 
(along with descriptive text) that tells him 
just how badly he has wounded the enemy. 
He takes the first number of the damage 
code and multiplies it by his Damage Factor 
result, then adds any additional points from 
the damage code. 

Example: Ol’ “Two-gun” Roberts has just 
shot an insane, suicidal cultist with his 
trusty pistol. The damage code for a pistol 
is 3+1. Roberts rolls his d10, gets a 5 and 
sees by the Damage Factor chart that it 
is DEAD ON, with a multiplier of 2x. He 
multiplies 3x2, gets a 6 and adds the +1 
from the damage code for a total sum of 7 
damage!
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damage factor

1 Just a scratch.  x1
2 Glancing blow. x1
3 Just off center. x1
4 He felt that one. x1
5 Dead on!  x2
6 Solid hit!  x2
7 Nailed ‘em!  x2
8 That woke him up! x3
9 That’s gotta hurt! x3
10 Good night nurse! x4
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Melee Damage

Any hand-to-hand type weapons generally 
rely on one’s BRAWN to do extra damage. 
When using weapons such as fists, clubs, 
knives, etc., be sure to add the pulp 
hero’s BWN stat to the damage total, after 
multiplying. 

Resilience

Resilience is the measure of a pulp hero’s 
toughness, his ability to shrug off damage 
and other debilitating effects. When a 
hero runs out of Resilience he is knocked 
unconscious for 1 hour multiplied by the 
Damage Factor (1-4) of the last wound. If 
he takes further damage while unconscious 
he dies a sad (but hopefully heroic) death. 
If the hero receives medical attention he 
will regain a number of Resilience points 
that are based on the treatment. Each of 
these recovery points will also reduce the 
time he is unconscious by an equal number 
of hours. A good night’s rest (8 hours or 
so) in conjunction with food and drink will 
allow one to recover a number of Resilience 
points equal to their BRAWN. 

Even partial damage to one’s Resilience 
will have a detrimental effect on a hero’s 
performance. Losing points in their first 
Resilience slot will have no consequence 
but once enough damage has been taken 
to dip into the second Resilience slot a 
hero will start to feel the effects of being 
wounded. A BRAWN check must be made 
once the second slot has lost Resilience 
points. If the check succeeds there is no 
penalty to his actions. If the check fails the 
hero is Stunned for 1 turn and can take 
no actions. Taking further damage within 
the 2nd slot does not require additional 
Stun checks. Once his damage reaches 
the third Resilience slot he must make a 
BRAWN check or be Dazed. A hero that 
becomes Dazed not only loses 1 turn of 
actions but also loses half his Skill Sum 
(round up) when attempting any of his 

rolls. This condition persists until he has 
healed enough Resilience points to take 
him out of the third Resilience slot. Taking 
further damage within the 3rd slot does 
not require additional Daze checks. Should 
a pulp hero receive enough damage to 
go through both the first and second and 
into the third Resilience slot in one hit he 
must make 2 BRAWN checks, one to avoid 
being Stunned and one to avoid being 
Dazed. If he fails both rolls, the effects are 
cumulative.

Example: Mr. Roberts has unfortunately 
been stabbed by the temple guard’s spear. 
The weapon did a whopping 10 points of 
damage! Mr. Roberts has a Resilience of 
8/8/8 so this wound will completely tear 
through his first slot and leave him with 
only 6 points left in his second slot. Mr. 
Roberts must now roll a BRAWN check to 
avoid being Stunned and losing his next 
turn. If he takes 7 more points of damage 
it will drop his Resilience into the third slot 
and a BRAWN check will need to be made 
to avoid being Dazed. 

vehicular 
combat

Combat versus vehicles is almost identical 
to combat versus living opponents with the 
understanding that vehicles have a much 
higher degree of Resilience. Initiative is 
of course still determined by the driver 
and their movement rates are listed in 
their description. Some vehicles will 
have weapons mounted upon them but 
the firing of those weapons is still based 
upon the skill of the user. Naturally, while 
the vehicle is in motion anyone firing a 
weapon from that vehicle will no doubt 
incur a penalty or two on their combat 
skill rolls. Damage is inflicted normally but 
instead of a vehicle rolling Stun or Daze 
checks they will be forced to roll Disable/
Destroy checks once their Resilience levels 
reach those appropriate categories. This 
check is calculated as: (Half 1st Resilience 



slot + 2d10); ie. A bicycle’s first Resilience 
slot is 4. Half of that is 2, added to a 2d10 
roll with a requirement of reaching a total 
of 20 or more. Should a vehicle fail its 
Disable check, it is still viable and can be 
repaired, though in the meantime it will 
only move at half its normal speed and the 
driver will incur penalties when trying to 
maneuver it. Taking further damage within 
the 2nd slot does not require additional 
Disable checks. If a vehicle fails its Destroy 
check it will cease to function entirely and 
is ready for the scrap pile. Taking further 
damage within the 3rd slot does not require 
additional Destroy checks. A vehicle 
that is struck with a Thrill effect will most 
likely be Destroyed immediately, possibly 
even exploding! Conversely, a driver that 
Bungles his roll will in all likelihood crash 
the vehicle or at the very least be subject to 
a Disable check. Most vehicles offer partial 
cover if not more and so attempting to hit 
an individual inside a vehicle will incur 
penalties to the combat roll. A vehicle can 
itself be used as a weapon. If it is traveling 
at full speed it will do a flat amount of 
damage against living creatures equal to its 
remaining Resilience points (no Damage 
Factor roll). When rammed into another 
vehicle (or other structure) it will receive 
enough damage points to drop it into the 
next Resilience category. It will in turn do 
a like amount of damage to the target but 
will include a Damage Factor roll. 

Example: H. “T.G.” Roberts decides to ram 
his Jeep into a motorcycle being ridden by a 
vile henchman. Roberts’ Jeep has 5 points 
left in its 1st Resilience slot so it will take 6 
points of damage, knocking it down into 
the 2nd slot and forcing Roberts to make a 
Disable check for his Jeep. The motorcycle 
however will not be as fortunate. Roberts 
rolls on the Damage Factor chart and gets 
a result of 2x, meaning that the motorcycle 
is damaged for 12 points!

Thrills & Bungles

Spectacular moments can happen during 
the course of an adventure, unique 
instances that perfectly demonstrate why 
that person is a pulp hero. This is called the 
Thrill Effect. Anytime a pulp hero rolls 
two 10’s (a perfect 20) on his dice, whether 
in combat, during a Skill/Occultism check 
or for a Stat check, he has created a Thrill 
Effect. These can be rolled for randomly on 
the Thrill Chart or chosen (as appropriate) 
by the GM. In combat, this will oftentimes 
lead to a killing blow or an effect so 
devastating that it causes the opponent 
to surrender. When it happens during a 
Skill/Occultism/Stat check, it usually ends 
up giving an additional bonus effect that 
duly impresses all those who are around to 
witness it, sometimes even awarding the 
pulp hero a permanent increase in his Stats 
and/or Skills!

Unfortunately, sometimes one’s ineptitude 
(or simply bad luck) can come to the 
forefront and create an embarrassing (and 
potentially dangerous) moment for all 
involved. This is called the Bungle Effect. 
Anytime a pulp hero rolls two 1’s (a perfect 
2) on his dice, whether in combat, during 
a Skill/Occultism check or for a Stat check, 
he has created a Bungle Effect. These can 
be rolled for randomly on the Bungle Chart 
or chosen (as appropriate) by the GM. In 
combat, this will oftentimes lead to a weak 
blow or accidental damage to oneself or his 
comrades. When it happens during a Skill/
Occultism/Stat check, it usually ends up 
imparting a detrimental effect to the action, 
sometimes even penalizing the pulp hero 
with a loss of Legend or Panache points!

Note: Only pulp heroes and the Villains 
they oppose should be able to achieve 
a Thrill Effect. Henchmen and minions 
are just too mundane to do anything 
impressive. However, anyone is capable of 
committing a Bungle and this effect can be 
applied to anyone in the story.
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thrill effect

(COMBAT)

01-10 Opponent Bungles
11-20 Opponent at half Stride
21-30 Opponents Action Check = 1
31-40 Break opponents weapon/object 
41-50 Opponent Dazed for 1 turn
51-60 Maximum damage   
61-70 Incapacitate opponents arm  
71-80 Incapacitate opponents leg  
81-90 Opponent knocked unconscious 
91-00 Opponent killed instantly  

bungle effect

(COMBAT)

01-10 Winged ‘em: Half damage
11-20 Charlie Horse: Action Check = 1 
21-30 Cramp: Half Stride for 1 turn
31-40 Fumble: lose next turn
41-50 Butterfingers: Drop Weapon
51-60 Dazed: lose next turn
61-70 Distracted: opponents at +3 to hit
71-80 Weapon jams/breaks
81-90 Oops!: Hit ally
91-00 Ouch!: Injure self; half damage

thrill effect

(NON-COMBAT)

Done in half the time
Double range/area/duration

No Minimize or Nullification effect
Maximum effect
Double all effects

Done extremely stealthily
Done so skillfully as to increase Skill 

modifier by +1
Done in such a way as to acquire related 

Skill at +1
Done so impressively as to increase

related Stat by +1
If such awe inspiring ability is witnessed: 

+1 Legend pt.
Done with tricks and/or flair:

+1 Heroic Panache pt.

bungle effect

(NON-COMBAT)

Takes twice as long
Half range
Half area

Half duration
Double Minimize effect

Double Nullification effect
Minimum effect
Half all effects

Done extremely noisily

Done with frustration/bitterness: 
-1 Heroic Panache pt.

If such ineptitude is witnessed: 
-1 Legend pt.
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"The most difficult thing is the 
decision to act, the rest is merely 
tenacity." 

        --Amelia Earhart

glory points

A pulp hero’s experiences are at 
the core of his story and all of his 

accomplishments lend themselves to 
his growing reputation and his eventual 
legendary status. These experiences 
and accomplishments are represented 
by Glory Points which are typically 
awarded by the GM at the end of a 
session or adventure scenario. There are 5 
different categories for which the GM can 
award Glory Points and each of those has 
a sub-category included, for those that 
wish to use the optional method of faster 
advancement. All Glory Point categories 
have a multiplier that should be factored 
in when calculating one’s total Glory 
Point sum. 

Discoveries Unearthed – You have 
found the lost city! You have located the 
secret plans! You have pieced together the 
mystery of your long-lost relative! Anytime 
a pulp hero acquires a major type of 
non-tangible knowledge that furthers the 
story and enhances his reputation and/or 
career he will receive a Glory Point in this 
category. Multiplier x5

Brilliant Deduction – For when the 
hero figures out a puzzle, determines a 
villain’s motivation or finally understands 
why the natives only wear purple feathers. 

This can be through a Stat/Skill check, 
observation or just plain old inspiration. 
Multiplier x1

Treasures Acquired – You’ve obtained 
Musashi’s Blade!  You’ve stolen the 
world’s third largest diamond! You now 
own a Davinci original masterpiece! 
Whenever the hero comes into possession 
of a well-known and sought after piece 
with significant value he will be awarded 
Glory Points here. Multiplier x10

Fortune Amassed – If the hero suddenly 
acquires a vast amount of wealth (or 
at least enough to double his current 
monies) he will be awarded Glory Points 
in this category provided the dough is 
in the form of cash, coinage, jewels or 
precious metals. Multiplier x5

Villains Vanquished – There are only a 
few brilliant evil masterminds in the world 
but they stubbornly keep appearing to 
unveil their latest plot against humanity…
and sometimes against the pulp hero 
himself! When these sinister fiends are 
finally defeated (either through capture or 
death) the GM will award points here to 
thank the hero for ridding society of such 
a vile menace. Multiplier x15

Henchmen/Beasts Subdued – A 
villain will throw all manner of minions 
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and vicious pets at the pulp hero in order 
to delay his efforts…or to end his life! Any 
time the hero bests these lesser opponents, 
whether as part of an enemy’s lair or 
encountered randomly in the wilderness, 
he will be awarded 1 point for each one he 
defeats. Multiplier x5

Damsels Rescued – Villains love to use the 
fairer sex as bait, hostages and bargaining 
chips to get what they want. They cruelly 
hide behind them when confronted by a 
pulp hero or other lawmen. What kind of 
hero would leave behind a lovely lady to 
suffer a grisly fate? Unthinkable! For every 
fretting female the pulp hero saves a Glory 
Point is awarded with a Multiplier of x20.

Civilians Saved – Sometimes even your 
average townsfolk can get themselves 
into trouble, especially kids or ambitious 
inventors. Other times they may be beset 
by bandits or brigands who just want to 
spread fear and chaos. Rescuing these fine 
upstanding citizens will get a pulp hero 
Glory Points to the tune of a Multiplier x10.

Fiendish Plots Foiled – Every evil 
mastermind has some grand scheme for 
taking over the world…or destroying it. 
Needless to say, the stakes are high and 
a pulp hero can scarcely gain greater 
recognition and fame than from saving 
civilization from the machinations of 
these maniacal madmen. Glory Points are 
multiplied by 25.

Daring Escapes – Whether a pulp hero is 
captured or simply fleeing the chaos of the 
repercussions of his actions he must live 
to fight another day and tell the tale of his 
adventures. If this hero is able to survive a 
scenario against overwhelming odds he is 
awarded Glory Points with Multiplier x15.

Heroic Panache – A pulp hero can be 
the ultimate showoff, sometimes even 
unintentionally. Or perhaps he is just 
trying to impress his colleagues, the press 

or a lovely lady. Any particularly gutsy 
maneuver, use of skills or humorous 
actions should be awarded Glory Points 
here, especially if it is funny, entertaining, 
unique or extremely dangerous. Multiplier 
x50

At the end of each session, the pulp hero 
should tally his total Glory Points (after 
Multipliers) and write the total on the SUM 
line at the bottom of his sheet. If he has 
reached his threshold in the amount of 
points required for the next Legend Level
he may now gain the additional Luck
and Legend Points that accompany this 
promotion, as well as a new Skill. The sum 
total of Glory Points should then be erased 
as he begins to accumulate points anew in 
his drive to become even more Legendary!

Once a pulp hero reaches Mythical status, Mythical status, Mythical
he is of course free to continue adventuring 
but he will no longer receive Luck or 
Legend points nor free new Skills. He may 
still acquire new Skills through story, play 
and further Skill checks. By this point, he 
has made quite a name for himself and 
should think about retiring…or at least 
writing that autobiography to inspire future 
generations of adventurers!

legend levels

(by Glory Points)

 1 Unknown 0

 2 Obscure 100

 3 Minor  200

 4 Notable 300

 5 Major  400

 6 Heroic 500

 7 Legendary 600

 8 Mythical 700
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Luck Points

A pulp hero could not accomplish all of the 
amazing things he does without a certain 
element of luck. This is reflected in his 
use of Luck Points. He starts his career 
with 1-5 Luck Points (as rolled on the Stat 
chart) and will gain more each time his 
Legend increases. The hero can use these 
Luck points any time he chooses but they 
can only be used to affect the rolls that he 
makes. Each time a Luck point is spent, 
the hero is allowed to reroll any single die 
on any check he has just made, whether it 
be for Combat, Skills, Occultisms or Stats. 
The result of the reroll must be accepted…
unless he wishes to spend another Luck 
point and make another reroll. 

More Luck points are gained when a pulp 
hero increases his Legend. A number of 
Luck points equal to the new Legend level 
are added to his Luck point total. 

Example: Howard Roberts has only 
1 Luck point left but, after fighting the 
temple guard, his Legend is going to 
increase (due to awarded Glory points). 
He is going from a Major Legend (Level 
5) to a Heroic Legend (Level 6) and so 
he will gain 6 Luck points. Added to his 
1 remaining Luck point, he will now have 
a total of 7 Luck points with which to 
continue his adventures! 

Legend Points

Pulp heroes accomplish some incredible 
feats that are scarcely believable in the 
re-telling. In order to maintain their larger-
than-life image they each have a number 
of Legend Points at their disposal. 
These are similar to Luck points but with 
a much more significant impact. The pulp 
hero starts his career with 1 Legend Point 
and will gain more each time his Legend 
increases. The hero can use these Legend 
points any time he chooses but they can 
only be used to affect the rolls that he 
makes. Each time a Legend point is spent, 
the hero is allowed to add another d10 roll 
on any check he has just made, whether it 
be for Combat, Skills, Occultisms or Stats. 
The result of the roll must be accepted…
unless he wishes to spend another Legend 
point and add another die.

More Legend points are gained when 
a pulp hero increases his Legend. His 
Legend points are refilled up to the 
maximum amount as determined by his 
Legend level. 

Example: “Two-gun” Roberts had but 
1 Legend point left but just went from 
a Major Legend (Level 5) to a Heroic 
Legend (Level 6). His Legend points are 
refilled up to his Legend level and so he 
will now have 6 Legend points with which 
to continue his adventures!
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"Never let the fear of striking out  
keep you from playing the game." 

--Babe Ruth

Stat Checks

Some actions may require a check 
roll but do not involve any direct 

knowledge of a particular skill. There is 
no skill related to dragging a heavy body 
across rugged terrain; this would be a 
straight BRAWN check. Solving a puzzle 
has no associated skill, but a BRAIN check 
would be required. Stat checks are made 
by combining the two most appropriate 
stats with your Legend Level and adding 
2d10. If the total is 20 or more you have 
succeeded. Being Dazed will halve this 
Stat Sum. Some examples of Stat checks 
are:

BRAWN – Typically combined with GUTS 
when performing feats of strength. If you 
want to impress the natives with your 
Herculean physique, combine it with 
APPEARANCE. 

BRAINS – Usually paired with INGENUITY 
to tackle intellectual problems. If you want 
to solve a riddle while standing on your 
head, mix it with FLAIR instead.

DEFTNESS – Most often used in 
conjunction with FLAIR when fleetness 
of foot and an agile body are needed. 
If you want to run across the backs of 
those floating alligators, try using GUTS 
alongside it. 

DEMEANOR – Frequently aided by 
APPEARANCE when speaking to the 
persons you wish to gain information (or a 
better deal) from. If you want to intimidate 
someone, try flexing your BRAWN while 
threatening them. 

New Skills

Given the dynamic nature of a pulp hero 
it is not surprising to see how many skills 
he can be adept at. Travelling around 
the world and interacting with a variety 
of cultures allows him to delve into areas 
of study he may never have had access 
to while at home. As a hero’s Legend 
increases he will undoubtedly gain many 
new skills. Each time he acquires enough 
Glory Points to advance to the next 
Legend Level he will gain a new skill of his 
choice, whether or not it is within his Skill 
Package. For story purposes, it should be 
a skill that he has been practicing, studying 
or at least been exposed to during the 
course of play. Anyone can learn a new 
language but only Shamans and Mystics 
can learn new Rituals, just as only Mystics 
and Alchemists can learn new Formulae. 

New skills can also be acquired during the 
adventure and pretty much at any time 
throughout the campaign, subject to the 
GM’s approval. This type of “on-the-fly” 
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acquisition will however require a check 
and an expenditure of Legend points. The 
hero simply chooses the skill he is interested 
in obtaining and makes a Skill check using 
the appropriate Stats for that skill (but 
without including his Legend Level). If the 
check fails he may not attempt to learn 
that skill again until the next session. If the 
check succeeds, he must spend 1 Legend 
point and he may then add that skill to his 
growing repertoire! 

Lifting

In general, the lifting and carrying of 
weighty objects requires a BRAWN check, 
subject to a maximum limit that is also 
based on BRAWN. A successful Athletics 
check will double this maximum amount.

Lift/Carry – (50x BWN) pounds

Throwing

Some of the more primitive weapons, such 
as spears and bolas, are lightweight and 
designed to be hurled from a distance. Not 
all objects are as balanced and streamlined, 
however, and make poor projectiles. In 
order to toss such objects an effective 
distance they must weigh less than 25% of 
a hero’s maximum Lift limit. Even then, the 
hero must still make a DEFTNESS check 
to hit his target, subject to a maximum 

distance based on his BRAWN. A successful 
Athletics check will double this distance.

Thrown Distance – (50x BWN) feet

Falling

A pulp hero will likely come across a good 
number of high cliffs and tall buildings in his 
travels and if he is lucky might even get to 
travel in an airship or bi-plane.  However, 
these extraordinary locales involve a degree 
of risk…but that never stopped a hero from 
pushing onward! Still, accidents happen 
and a hero may find himself plummeting 
down to earth, headed for a potentially 
painful impact upon the ground. 

For every 10 feet the hero falls, 1d10 points 
of damage should be rolled and applied to 
his Resilience. If the hero wishes to expend 
a Luck point, he may do so with the 
resulting number being subtracted from the 
total damage. Should he wish to expend 
a Legend point, he may then cancel an 
entire d10 from the damage roll. 

Example: Howard “Two-gun” Roberts has 
lost his balance and fallen from a slippery 
tree trunk that spanned a chasm. It’s a 50 
foot drop so the GM rolls 5d10 for damage, 
getting a result of 9, 7, 3, 3, 2…a total of 
24 points of damage. This would easily 
knock Roberts unconscious so he decides 
to spend a Legend point and cancel out 



the die that rolled a 9. This brings his total 
damage down to 15, which is still a heavy 
blow. He decides to spend a point of Luck 
which allows him to roll a die with a result 
of 8. He subtracts this from his total damage 
bringing it down to 7. Apparently, he was 
fortunate enough to land on a bed of moss 
and so was not seriously injured!  

JumpingJumping

Occasionally, a pulp hero will find himself 
facing a pit, the edge of a rooftop or 
alongside a speeding vehicle. A single 
leap could mean the difference between 
success and failure, between life and death! 
These jumps are based on BRAWN checks, 
although a successful check with the 
Athletics skill could be used as a substitute.

Standing – 2x BWN feetStanding – 2x BWN feetStanding
Running – 3x BWN feetRunning – 3x BWN feetRunning
Upwards – BWN feet
Backwards – 1/2 BWN feet

Dual wielding

Using 2 weapons at once (other than fists) 
is a tricky proposition, unless one knows 
what they are doing. A pulp hero must 
have the appropriate skill to even attempt 
this maneuver, i.e. to wield 2 knives the 
hero must have the Knife Fighting skill. This 
means that the hero will get 2 attacks per 
action. The first attack will be resolved as 
normal but the secondary, off-hand attack 
will receive a penalty in that the Skill Sum 
will be halved. This penalty does not apply 
to fisticuffs.
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